In this line of the research, a functional relation l between the length of an algorithm, 1, and the number o f unique operators, 'Yh , and operands,11 2 it contains has bee n shown to agree with the experimental data for a range o f progahoin languaes Ii: was also shown (hat, for a grou p of algorithms published by respected authors, the product o f the volume and the language hevel was independent of th e language in which they were expressed, when volume 2 wa s calculated in bits, and leve1 was calculated as a simpl e function of operators and operands [2, 2, 4 ] At the same time, however, it was noted that algorithm s written by students in a first semester programming cours e exhibited large deviations from the relationship which hel d for published programs .
Hs result,
it has been possible to classify some si x categories of Impurities which, if present in a n -IgorirOIm, produce deviations from the relationships . 
V
Ii 1 og 2 ( 7)i tl) 2 ) 2 7)2 a --whore N 2 is the total number of operan d occurrences Wpplying a 'purification" process to detect and eliminat e eceurroncee of these six impurities showed that th e published algorithms originally studied containe d comparatively few occurrences of them, but that thei r removal actually improved the previously good agreemen t between the relationships and the data .
While the 5Ix impurity classes have been obtained eolel y on the basis of xonformity to the software physic s relationehipe, he observation that they are virtuall y absent from a sample of published programs which shoul d represent "good programming", but highly frequent In sample s which represent " poor programming suggests that they ma y serve is useful purpose . This view is further etrengthene d by two other points . First, since it appears that th e removal of the six impurities yields virtual agreemen t between theory and data, the set of six must be reasonabl y complete . Second, but perhaps more significantly, each o f the six classes, has some Intuitive appeal .
Simply tated, the six Impurity classes ar e Clase 1 a ! :--;Alf Caneell1raa Operq.on s When an operator and later its inverse ar e specified for the same operand such that on e cancele the other, the usagee of these operator s and the operand involved in these operation s create this impurity .
Clase 2 -Rmhigueue U5a, ae of am9perax-A Thle impurity occurs when the same operand i s used to repreeent two or more variables In a n algorithm .
.. ... p his Impurity occurs when two or more operand s are ept-Afied to represent the same variable in a n
Class
Common Sube-bression s TF-1i-, is the type of impurity which occurs whe n the same sube4preaaion 35 used more than onc e wUhout helng replaeed by a tempotary variable .
Claes tinneeeseary Replaflement s
If a subexpression is assigned to a te mpo rar y variable which is then used only once, introducin g and using thi e temporary variable produces a n impurit y 1 4-T RepeLitive ueages of operands and operators du e to unfaetored terms in an expreseion cause thi s iriif-1ur }.
It 3s of further interest to note that while each of th e classes can, In general, be easily avoided, some language s do not permit a complete elimination .
While removal of all recognized impurities tends to leav e a program in a form which conforms to the practice of "goo d programmers, it does not in itself assure that even a smal l program has been expressed in the "neatest" way possible . It still may be possible to express it at a higher level , even in the computer language selected .
If one calculates the level, L, from the approximat e relationship given in the last footnote, then it follow s that the more operators which are used, the lower the leve l will be . Since a "GOTO LI" must be counted as a distinctl y different operator from a "GOTO L7", a reduction in GOTO' s will t.r. , , ,ually produce a higher hf q el program . Better programs should run quickly and take little space . Sinc e computing resources have always been limited (not small necessarily , but never limitless) these aspects have always been recognized . Man y questionable programing practices have been justified on thes e grounds . Since analysis of a program's use of system resources i s (increasingly) convenient, and since such analysis does, in practice , yield surprisl'ng results, the important consideration becomes the eas e with which the program can be modified to employ new strategies .
Better programs should be easy to write and debug . Again, thes e attributes of good programs have been long sought . The problem oriented languages have attempted to promote better programs b y assuming some of the clerical tasks and by detecting certain classe s of errors .
The continuing proliferation of such languages suggest s that an unrecognized problem may exist . Of this, more later .
Better programs should be easy to understand and to modify . Thes e aspects have been recognized mostly by sophisticated programmin g managers and by unfortunate programmers who have been asked to chang e someone's program . Even today, many of us tend to blame the damn use r for arbitrarily changing specifications, while taking scant heed o f that likehood in creating the program .
We shall be concerned then with how to write programs which are eas y to write, debug, understand, and modify .
The key point i s understanding . This is the end to which NO-GO-TO advocates aspire . They argue that more limited control structures such as DO-WHILE an d IF-THEN-ELSE are easier to understand than GO-TO (which does not
